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Dragonfire are bulk buyers of the finest fireworks from around the world.
This allows us to offer generous quantities of a wide variety of high quality
material in our displays. Every Dragonfire show is carefully planned for the
occasion. Supply us with details of the event and we will design a spectacular
display to fit your needs.
Prices for displays can vary widely depending on the scale and length of display
required. The most prestigious displays fired for corporate functions and large
public events can typically be budgeted at £1000-£2000 plus per minute, whilst
more modest celebrations for private events may be budgeted at prices around
£300-£800 per minute. All prices are fully inclusive of transport, labour, materials
and public liability insurance, but are exclusive of VAT.

Price range £950-£1750. Displays for weddings and private parties of 4–7
minutes. Effects featured: Silver Fountains and arches of silver Roman Candles,
multi-shot ground batteries and mines with a colourful finale of bombettes and
shells up to 200 ft. Displays at this level give you the benefit of a professional
service, and use of material you can’t buy in the shops.

Price range £1850-£3999. Effects featured: Fountains in Silver and Gold;
Batteries of 5, 10 and 20 single colour and multi-colour Roman Candles; Whistle,
Crackle and Flash Candles; Tracer Comets and bursting Star Bombettes; 100mm
Mines with 75ft colour star plumes; Aerial bursting shells reaching altitudes of
100-1000 feet; A special finale bouquet of up to 200 projectiles fired in 45 seconds,
culminating in giant 150mm Colour Changing shells. Displays at this level are
suitable for private parties or corporate functions.

Price range £4000-£8999. These displays can include all of the effects of the
smaller displays plus: Opening salute of Crackling star and Brilliant Brocade
shells; Special Effect Mines, such as Screeching Serpents or Humming
Tourbillions; Matching barrages of aerial bursting shells and rockets filling the
sky to altitudes of 1500 feet. A finale bouquet of up to 450 projectiles fired over
75 seconds on five levels, finishing with the gigantic bursts of 200 and 250mm
shells. These displays are suitable for prestigious private & corporate parties.

Price range £9000+ As the price per minute rises you move into the realm of
large public displays, with huge barrages of shells bursting on many levels
simultaneously. Pyro-musical displays to a recorded soundtrack, live concert
displays and November 5th displays are often in this category. Ask to see our
CD-Rom or DVD to see examples of our displays at this level.

Fire Sculpture. Another Dragonfire speciality is the creation of fire sculptures,
burning with green, blue or yellow coloured flame and lasting up to 10 minutes.
These can be festooned with special effects, or stand alone. Price according to size
and complexity from £500.

Lancework in up to 5 colours can be created to represent logos, words or line
drawings. Set pieces can be created as a ground based element of a display.
Duration is usually 1 minute. Price according to size and complexity from £400.

Special Requirements. Special displays can be created to suit any budget and
to fit particular site needs or customer requirements. For example we can offer
quiet displays, or stage a low level display, or provide daylight displays.
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